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KCS Verified v5 Technology Demonstration Script 
Please use these scenarios in your KCS Verified v5 demo. 
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Scenario 1: Self-Service to Incident 
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Scenario 1: Self-service to Incident Comments Complete 

Go to self-service portal   

Capture customer issue and environment information   

Launch a search using all relevant information   

Display results from multiple content repositories   

View offered KCS article and one other content source   

Create incident from self-service portal.  The included environment information, 
issue, viewed content are preserved and automatically populated. 

  

KCS Publisher opens incident, refines and searches again.    

Display results from multiple content repositories   

Issue not resolved   

Research performed and KCS Publisher creates new KCS article.  The 
environment information (optional), and issue is automatically populated in the 
KCS article template.  The statements in the article should be short and 
concise.  The statements template shall include: 
Issue 
Environment 
Resolution 
Cause 
Comments of feedback 

  

Demonstrate the KCS article supports and retains basic formatting include 
preservation of line breaks, and that there is no arbitrary limit to the length of 
template sections. Include bullets, numbered lists in the resolution field.  Insert 
a hyperlink to another related article. 

   

Search using entire contents of article to check for duplicates    

Set a statement or section as internal only visbility    

Show article life cycle states (e.g. WIP, Draft, Approved, Technical Review, 
Published).  Show other configurable metadata field like class (e.g. how to) and 
category fields (e.g. product family) 

  

Set article to published state   

View article from the self-service portal, using the initial customer issue and 
environment information 
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Scenario 2: Self-Service with Feedback 
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Scenario 2: Self-service with Feedback Comments Complete 

Go to self-service portal   

Capture customer issue and environment information   

Launch a search using all relevant information   

Display results from multiple content repositories   

Show reuse indicator   

Open KCS article   

Add comment or feedback on the KCS article   

Demonstrate reputation feedback button   

Log in as a KCS Publisher   

Find article with feedback by using queue for flag   

Edit article to incorporate feedback   

Reset status of article to published   

Show feedback history, turn around time    

Show how feedback gets reported back to customer    
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Scenario 3: Internal Reuse 
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Scenario 3: Internal Reuse Comments Complete 

Go to internal KCS Contributor incident management tool   

Capture customer issue and environment information   

Launch a search using all relevant information   

Display results from multiple content repositories   

Show reuse indicator   

Open KCS article   

Link KCS article to the incident   

Show linking indicator on incident and on KCS article   

Unlink the KCS article from the incident    

Show meta-data and history of KCS article   

Show how feedback gets reported back to customer   
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Scenario 4: Internal Fix-it 
 

 
 
 

Scenario 4: Internal Fix-it Comments Complete 

Go to internal KCS Contributor incident management tool   

Capture customer issue and environment information   

Launch a search using all relevant information   

Display results from multiple content repositories   

Edit KCS article   

Updates KCS article to add additional information from issue description   

Set article status to Approved   
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Scenario 5: KCS Candidate Creates Article 

 
 

Scenario 5: KCS Candidate Creates Article Comments Complete 

Go to internal KCS Candidate incident management tool   

Capture customer issue and environment information   

Launch a search using all relevant information   

Display results from multiple content repositories   

Create KCS article   

Update KCS article to add additional information from issue description   

Search again using entire contents of the KCS article in order to find potential 
duplicates 

  

Set article status to Draft (Approved and Published not visible)   
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Scenario 6: Report and Merge Duplicates 

 
 

Scenario 6: Report and Merge Duplicates Comments Complete 

Log into KM tool as KDE   

Demonstrate mechanism to find and merge duplicate articles   

 
 
 

Scenario 7: Administration 
 

 
 

Scenario 7: Administration Comments Complete 

Log in as administrator   

Create new user   

Add to user groups   

Show privileges   

Show access rights by solution life cycle states   

Show mechanism to configure automated publication of articles   
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Scenario 8: Publication of Articles 

 
 

Scenario 8: Publication of articles Comments Complete 

Log in as administrator   

Show mechanism to configure publication of articles   

 

 

Scenario 9: Reporting 
Demonstrate an overview of the reporting capabilities.  Show how at least one report is generated. 
A sample of all reports listed below should be provided in a file and uploaded in the credential 
management system. 
 

Functional Requirement Comments Complete 

The system shall provide reports showing documents created, modified, and 
flagged for a particular time period. These reports will be capable of 
segmentation by individual, team (group of users) and knowledge domain 
(category, tag, or node). 

  

The system shall provide reports showing citation rates for an individual or 
team (group of users) and knowledge domain (category, tag, or node). 

  

The system shall provide reports showing participation rate for a particular time 
period. These reports will be capable of segmentation by individual, team 
(group of users) and knowledge domain (category, tag, or node). 

  

The system shall provide reports showing the number of documents in each 
article state and date/times indicating how long they have been in each 
state.These reports will be capable of segmentation by knowledge domain 
(category, tag, or role.) 

  

The system shall provide reports showing the AQI with associated KCS article 
reference.  These reports will be capable of segmentation by individual, team 
(designated by coach) 

  

The system shall provide reports showing how often KCS articles and other   
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content types (optional) are linked to and from incidents. These reports will be 
capable of segmentation by knowledge domain (category, tag, or role.) 

The system shall provide reports showing reputation indicators.  These reports 
will be capable of segmentation by individual, team, and knowledge domain 
(category, tag, or role). 

  

The system shall provide reports showing history of the KCS article and the 
individuals that have contributed.  These reports will be capable of 
segmentation by individual, team (group of users) and knowledge domain 
(category, tag, or node). 

  

The system shall provide reports showing how often a KCS article was used as 
a reference. These reports will be capable of segmentation by individual, team 
(group of users) and knowledge domain (category, tag, or node). 

  

The system shall provide reports showing a radar chart for an individual that 
contains these mandatory elements: 

1. Article Quality Index 
2. Citations 
3. Participation Rate 

and optionally show: 
TTR 
# of incidents 
Articles creation 
Articles modification 
Articles published 
These shall be normalized to a team average that is configurable. 

  

The system shall provide reports showing the following self-service metrics: 
Search strings 
Articles viewed 
Feedback on articles 
Deflection/avoidance 
and optionally show: 
Abandoned search strings 
Empty search 
Search escalation 
These reports will be capable of segmentation by knowledge domain 
(category, tag, or role.) 

  

The system shall provide reports showing how often KCS articles and other 
content types (optional) are linked to from incidents. These reports will be 
capable of segmentation by knowledge domain (category, tag, or role.) 
1. Incidents and Content Attached 
2. KCS Articles and Incidents attached 

  

The system shall provide reports showing the following article feedback. 
1. Feedback comments associated with article 
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2. State of feedback 
3. Date feedback was created 
4. Turn around time processing turn around time, date of change of state 

The system shall provide reports showing how often a KCS article was used as 
a reference. (could be meta-data attached to the reuse link) 

  

 


